
Maths 

Stretch and Challenge in Maths Classrooms: 

1. Challenge Boxes in top sets

2. Further Maths GCSE taught at Year 10 and 11 for Set 1

3. Maths Challenge Competitions Years 7-10

Useful Websites: 

www.nrichmaths.org/public 

www.planetmath.org 

https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/34085/number-crunching 

https://brilliant.org/ 

App for your phone: 

https://sumaze.mei.org.uk/   

Stretch and Challenge Tasks for you to use at home: 

Key Stage 3 

Practice questions from the Junior Maths Challenge here: 

https://www.drfrostmaths.com/page.php?id=5 

Or try some of these challenges: 

  Year 7   Year 8     Year 9 

Year 7 

Challenges.pdf

Year 8 

Challenges.pdf

Year 9 

Challenges.pdf

Key Stage 4 

FMSP challenges:   

Here are three tasks to try. Ask Mr Hunt if you would like some more. 

Task 1 Reading 

minds student pack.pdf

Task 2 

Collatz-Conjecture-Student-File.pdf

Task 3 

Squared-Squares-Student-File.pdf

Try one of the tasks from: https://www.drfrostmaths.com/page.php?id=6 (Year 11 and 12) 

Books that are available in the school library for KS3 and 4: 

Problem Solving – The creative side of maths (Derek Horton) 

The Aliens have Landed and 174 other problems (Mary Ellis) 

Key Stage 5  

http://www.nrichmaths.org/public
http://www.planetmath.org/
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/34085/number-crunching
https://brilliant.org/
https://sumaze.mei.org.uk/
https://www.drfrostmaths.com/page.php?id=5
https://www.drfrostmaths.com/page.php?id=6


Try one of the tasks from: https://www.drfrostmaths.com/page.php?id=6 (Year 11 and 12) 

Use this to practice stretch questions and prepare for the BMAT if you are considering Oxbridge: 

https://www.drfrostmaths.com/page.php?id=7 

Books for further reading: 

Books we have in the school library 

- Fermat’s Last Theorem (Singh) 

- Does God Play Dice and Nature’s Numbers (Stewart) 

- How not to be Wrong – The Hidden Maths of Everyday Life (Jordan Ellenberg) 

- Why do Buses come in Three’s?  (Rob Eastaway and Jeremy Wyndham) 

- 50 per cent Proof – an anthology of mathematical humour  (Selkirk)   Also accessible for KS4 

Other Titles 

- Easy as Pi (Ivanov) 

- The Music of Primes (du Sautoy) 

- Just Six Numbers (Rees) 

- In Code (Flannery) 

- Numbers, Sets and Axioms (Hamilton) 

- The Universe and the Teacup  - the Maths of Truth and Beauty (L.C.Cole) 

- Algebra and Geometry (Beardon) 

- Hidden Connections, Double Meanings (Wells) 

- Elastic Fishponds… The Maths that governs our World (Elwes) 

- The Norm Chronicles (Blastland and Spitgethaltes) 

Online Lectures: 

1. The London Mathematical Society has a website which advertises events in London and 

Birmingham 

You can also watch their most popular lectures on: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvp7jsbXjx2k8sGEkdtWCAw 

2. Gresham College Public Lectures 

https://www.gresham.ac.uk/watch/?subject=mathematics 

 

3. Oxford University Public Maths Lectures 

https://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/events/public-lectures-events 

Reading / Website List provided by Cambridge University for those Year 12’s thinking of applying 

for Oxbridge: 

- https://nrich.maths.org/engnrich Cambridge recommend tackling some of these problems if 

you are interested in applying for an engineering degree. You could mention them on your 

personal statement and would also be a good discussion point at interview 

- Faculty study skills guide: http://www.maths.cam.ac.uk/undergrad/studyskills  

-  Further Maths support programme: http://furthermaths.org.uk/index.php  

-  NRICH Maths: https://nrich.maths.org 

-  Millennium Maths Project: https://maths.org 

https://www.drfrostmaths.com/page.php?id=6
https://www.drfrostmaths.com/page.php?id=7
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvp7jsbXjx2k8sGEkdtWCAw
https://www.gresham.ac.uk/watch/?subject=mathematics
https://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/events/public-lectures-events
https://nrich.maths.org/engnrich
http://www.maths.cam.ac.uk/undergrad/studyskills
http://furthermaths.org.uk/index.php
https://nrich.maths.org/
https://maths.org/


-  STEP support programme: https://maths.org/step 

-  Underground Mathematics: https://undergroundmathematics.org 

-  Advanced Problems in Mathematics by Professor Stephen Siklos, free PDF:  

- https://www.openbookpublishers.com/product.php/342/advanced-problems-

inmathematics--%20preparing-for-university?342/advanced-problems-inmathematics--

%20preparing-for-university 

- Professor Siklos’ website: http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/stcs/STEP.html 

- Dr Mitchell’s website: http://meikleriggs.org.uk 

- Plus Maths magazine: https://plus.maths.org/content 

- Isaac Newton Institute: https://www.newton.ac.uk 

-  

 

 

 

 

https://maths.org/step
https://undergroundmathematics.org/
https://www.openbookpublishers.com/product.php/342/advanced-problems-inmathematics--%20preparing-for-university?342/advanced-problems-inmathematics--%20preparing-for-university
https://www.openbookpublishers.com/product.php/342/advanced-problems-inmathematics--%20preparing-for-university?342/advanced-problems-inmathematics--%20preparing-for-university
https://www.openbookpublishers.com/product.php/342/advanced-problems-inmathematics--%20preparing-for-university?342/advanced-problems-inmathematics--%20preparing-for-university
http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/stcs/STEP.html
http://meikleriggs.org.uk/
https://plus.maths.org/content
https://www.newton.ac.uk/
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Reading Minds…
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Mind Reading Trick
▪ This trick enables you to look like you’re reading 


someone’s mind…


• Watch this video



https://youtu.be/syn_cSQt4Ro
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How it works


It will help if you have a pack of cards to help, or you can make 


your own!


In a normal pack of cards, choose the same numbers (from 


different suits).


If you make your own set of cards, you will need two of each


picture – the more different the better!
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▪ What did you notice about the number of 


counters being used?


▪ Do you think it mattered where the counters 


were placed?


▪ Do you think it matters how many counters were 


being placed?


Thinking about the trick
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Trying the trick with the cards face up may help 


you answer these questions and analyse the 


mechanics of why the trick works.


▪ It might help to work backwards


Unpicking the trick
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Trying the trick with the cards face up may help you 


answer these questions and analyse the mechanics 


of why the trick works.


• Start with a pair of cards


• Add another pair on top


• Do one swap (remember to move the card from bottom 


to top)


• Add another pair on top and do two swaps


• ‘Undeal’ one pile and put them on top of the other pile


▪ What do you notice about the order of the cards?


Unpicking the trick (hint)
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▪ Can you use different amounts of counters 


(swaps) and get the same result?


• Does how you choose to set up the cards matter? 


• Can you shuffle them? 


• Do you have to cut them in a certain place? 


• Does the order matter? 


Unpicking the trick
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▪ Start with 4 pairs.


▪ How many counters can you start with in which 


piles?


▪ Can you create the trick straight away?


Unpicking the trick
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▪ The trick works on modulo arithmetic. Modulo 


arithmetic is also called clock arithmetic, and is 


best understood by a diagram such as this


Modulo arithmetic


0


1


2


3


This is a modulo four, or 


Mod 4 diagram. Use the 


diagram to show that


▪ 6 Mod 4 = 2


▪ 11 Mod 4 = 3


▪ 8 Mod 4 = 0
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▪ Now you should be able to change the trick.


▪ The trick is based on clock arithmetic.


▪ After completing the trick, can you fill in this table


Unpicking the trick


Number of cards Number of counters


8


7


6


5


4


3


2
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▪ Martin Gardner (an amazing recreational 


mathematician) presented this trick using the 


number of letters in each words of the phrase 


‘last two cards match’ so the first swaps would 


have 4 swaps, then 3, then 5, then 5.


▪ Can you explain how this works?


▪ Can you make your own phrase? You don’t 


have to start with 10 cards, you could start with 


8, or 12, or even the whole deck!


Extending the trick
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Other Activities
▪ You may want to try other card tricks or 


activities:


amsp.org.uk/resource/maths-club-activities



https://amsp.org.uk/resource/maths-club-activities
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Contact the AMSP


01225 716 492


admin@amsp.org.uk


amsp.org.uk 


Advanced_Maths
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▪ What’s it all about? 


• Let’s start here with 


Alex Bellos and 


Numberphile


The Collatz Conjecture



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LqKpkdRRLZw
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Collatz-ish
• Try this out from NRICH and the UKMT
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▪ Check out your answer here


Finished?



https://nrich.maths.org/10131/solution
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▪ Can you find any other starting numbers where 


there are values of n for which the nth term is 


equal to n? (Hint: try numbers from 2 to 15)


▪ As with the Collatz conjecture will this, 5n -1, 


always end with 4, 2, 1 for any starting number?


Further thoughts
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▪ What happens if you still divide even numbers 


by 2 to obtain the next term but change the 


multiplier for odd terms to -3 and subtract 1 to 


obtain the next term i.e. -3n – 1 ? (Hint: try start 


numbers <10)


▪ Why do you think this is what happens?


▪ What is the first start number where this doesn’t 


happen?


More thoughts
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▪ Does it still work for negative start numbers?


The Collatz Conjecture
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▪ Why not colour your own ‘seaweed picture’? 


Find a blank copy at the end of this document


▪ Is it possible to do this using the four colour 


theorem? (more on the four colour theorem)


▪ Why not draw your own ‘tree’ diagram as Alex 


Bellos did for the -3n -1 sequence for start 


numbers from 1 to 10?


Other things to do



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Four_color_theorem
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▪ Professor David Eisenbud on the infamous 


Collatz Conjecture, a simple problem that 


mathematicians may not be "ready" to crack.


▪ Wikipedia – Collatz Conjecture


▪ The On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer 


Sequences® (OEIS®) as referenced by 


Professor David Eisenbud, list of starting values 


and number of steps here. 


Want to know a bit more about 


the Collatz Conjecture? 



https://youtu.be/5mFpVDpKX70

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collatz_conjecture

https://oeis.org/

https://oeis.org/A006370/b006370.txt
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Contact the AMSP


01225 716 492


admin@amsp.org.uk


amsp.org.uk 


Advanced_Maths








Matching Socks 


You are about to leave for holiday, but you forgot socks! You race back to your room, but all the 
lights are off, so you can't see the colour of the socks. 


Never mind, because you remember that in your drawer there are ten pairs of white socks, ten pairs 
of black socks, and eleven pairs of blue socks, but they are all mixed up. 


How many of your socks do you need to take before you can be sure to have at least one matching 
pair? 


Find the value of the letters 


ABC × DEF = 123456, if A = 1 


Absolutely Christmas Crackers  


Last month I sent off for one of those kits which you can use to make your own Christmas Crackers. 
The kit contained: 


Three colours of hat: Red, Yellow and Blue 


Four types of novelty: toy car, spinning top, magnifying glass and miniature hair brush 


Four different types of joke slip  


All the other parts were the same type. The kit contained enough bits for 50 crackers. Can I make 
each cracker different from all the others? 


Triangles to Tetrahedra 


A tetrahedron is a three dimensional shape with four faces. Each face is a triangle. Here are four 
different triangles made from Polydron (plastic shapes which click together): 


 


Small equilateral triangle 







 


Isosceles triangle 


 


Right angled isosceles triangle 


 


Large equilateral triangle 


The sides of the small equilateral triangle are the same length as the short side of the isosceles 
triangle and the short sides of the right-angled isosceles triangle. 







The sides of the large equilateral triangle are the same length as the long sides of the isosceles 
triangle and the long side of the right-angled isosceles triangle. 


You have an unlimited number of each type of triangle. 


How many different tetrahedra can you make? Convince yourself you have found them all. 


 


Consecutive Negative Numbers 


Do you notice anything about the solutions when you add and/or subtract consecutive negative 
numbers? 


Take, for example, four consecutive negative numbers, say 


−7, −6, −5, −4 


Now place + and/or − signs between them. 


e.g. 


−7 + −6 + −5 + −4 


−7 − −6 + −5 − −4 


There are other possibilities. Try to list all of them. 


Now work out the solutions to the various calculations. 


e.g. 


−7 + −6 + −5 + −4 = −22 


−7 − −6 + −5 − −4 = −2 


Choose a different set of four consecutive negative numbers and repeat the process.  


Take a look at both sets of solutions. Notice anything? 


Can you explain any similarities? 


Can you predict some of the solutions you will get when you start with a different set of four 
consecutive negative numbers? 


Test out any conjectures you may have. 


Try to explain and justify your findings. 


 


 







Pick's Theorem 


When the dots on square dotty paper are joined by straight lines the enclosed figures have dots on 
their perimeter (p) and often internal (i) ones as well. 


Figures can be described in this way: (p,i). 


For example, the red square has a (p,i) of (4,0), the grey triangle (3,1), the green triangle (5,0) and 
the blue shape (6,4): 


 


 


Each figure you produce will always enclose an area (A) of the square dotty paper. 


The examples in the diagram have areas of 1, 1½, and 6 square units. 


Do you agree? 


Draw more figures; tabulate the information about their perimeter points (p), interior points (i) and 
their areas (A). 


Can you find a relationship between all these three variables (p, i and A)? 
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Squared Squares
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Squared Squares


Inspired by


Numberphile: https://www.numberphile.com/


and


ThinkMaths: https://www.think-maths.co.uk/



https://www.numberphile.com/

https://www.think-maths.co.uk/
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Squared Squares Puzzle 1


Numbers in the 


squares are the SIDE 


LENGTH of the 


square they’re in


The square they 


create has side length 


112


Deduce all the 


missing square sizes


112


112
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Squared Squares Puzzle 2


Numbers are the 


SIDE LENGTH of the 


square they’re in.


Deduce all the 


missing square sizes


1625


1625
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Watch the Video


https://youtu.be/NoRjwZomUK0



https://youtu.be/NoRjwZomUK0

https://youtu.be/NoRjwZomUK0
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Follow up challenges


Colour the completed Squared Square puzzles 


on the next slides using only four colours
(so that no two touching squares are the same colour)


Design your own Squared Square puzzle
(use the blank grids, and fill in *some* of the correct numbers 


– what makes a puzzle hard/easy, possible/impossible?)
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Answers
▪ The answers for the colouring are here:


https://www.think-maths.co.uk/sites/default/files/2020-


02/Squared%20Square%20Solutions.pdf


▪ You can create your own:


https://www.think-maths.co.uk/sites/default/files/2020-


02/Deduction%20Puzzles.pdf



https://www.think-maths.co.uk/sites/default/files/2020-02/Squared%20Square%20Solutions.pdf

https://www.think-maths.co.uk/sites/default/files/2020-02/Deduction%20Puzzles.pdf
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More stuff


The Four Colour Theorem


https://youtu.be/NgbK43jB4rQ


Squared Square


Results and history


http://www.squaring.net/sq/ss/ss.html



https://youtu.be/NgbK43jB4rQ

http://www.squaring.net/sq/ss/ss.html
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Contact the AMSP


01225 716 492


admin@amsp.org.uk


amsp.org.uk 


Advanced_Maths








The Collapsing Bridge Puzzle 


Collapsing Bridge 


A bridge will collapse in 17 minutes. 


4 people want to cross it before it will collapse. It is a dark night and there is only one torch between 
them. 


Only two people can cross at a time. 


"A" takes a minute to cross. 


"B" takes 2 minutes. 


"C" takes 5 and "D" takes 10 minutes 


How do they all cross before the bridge collapses? 


Find the value of the letters 


ABC + DEF = GHIJ 


24 Puzzle 


How can I get the answer 24 by only using the numbers 8,8,3,3? 


You can use add, subtract, multiply, divide, and brackets. 


Bonus rules: also allowed are logarithms, factorials and roots. 


Marbles in a Box 


Imagine a three dimensional version of noughts and crosses where two players take it in turn to 
place different coloured marbles into a box. The box is made from 27 transparent unit cubes 
arranged in a 3-by-3-by-3 array. The object of the game is to complete as many winning lines of 
three marbles as possible. 


 


How many different winning lines are there? 


 


 







Divisors 


The list below shows the first ten numbers together with their divisors (factors): 


1. 1 
2. 1, 2 
3. 1, 3 
4. 1, 2, 4 
5. 1, 5 
6. 1, 2, 3, 6 
7. 1, 7 
8. 1, 2, 4, 8 
9. 1, 3, 9 
10. 1, 2, 5, 10 


What is the smallest number with exactly twelve divisors? 


What is the smallest number with exactly fourteen divisors? 


Temperature 


Temperature is often measured in degrees Celsius, oC, or degrees Fahrenheit, oF.  


The freezing point of water is 0 oC and 32 oF. 


The boiling point of water is 100 oC and 212 oF. 


 Is there a temperature at which Celsius and Fahrenheit readings are the same?  


Can you describe a way of converting Fahrenheit readings into Celsius? 


Can you describe a way of converting Celsius readings into Fahrenheit? 


 


An extension challenge: 


Scientists often use the Kelvin scale of temperature, where the freezing point of water is 273.15 K 
and the boiling point of water is 373.15 K.  


 Is there a temperature at which Kelvin and Fahrenheit readings are the same? 


Is there a temperature at which Kelvin and Celsius readings are the same? 


 Can you describe ways of converting Kelvin readings into Fahrenheit and Celsius readings? 


 








Breaking Up a Chocolate Bar 


How many steps are required to break an m x n bar of chocolate into 1 x 1 pieces?  


You can break an existing piece of chocolate horizontally or vertically.  


You cannot break two or more pieces at once (so no cutting through stacks). 


Find the value of the letters 


SEND + MORE = MONEY 


Fraction Puzzle 


Can you arrange the numerals 1 to 9 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9) in a single fraction that equals exactly 
1/3 (one third)?  


Example that doesn't work: 7192/38456 = 0.187 


Nine Colours 


You have 27 small cubes, 3 each of nine colours. 


Use the small cubes to make a 3 by 3 by 3 cube so that each face of the bigger cube contains one of 
every colour. 


Use the guide here to help you: http://nrich.maths.org/content/01/04/six1/squareso.swf 


 



http://nrich.maths.org/content/01/04/six1/squareso.swf





Diminishing Returns 


Take a look at the image below: 


  


Work out what proportion of the image is coloured blue. 


Try to provide a convincing explanation that your answer is right. 


 Imagine continuing the pattern towards the centre of the square: 


  


If this process could be continued forever, what proportion of the image would be coloured blue? 


Try to provide a convincing explanation that your answer is right.  


Below is a collection of images created using repeating processes. 


Choose a few of the images below, and work out what fraction of the total is taken up by the five 
largest blue shapes. 


Add your fractions to estimate the proportion of the total that is coloured blue. 







If each process could be continued for ever, what proportion of the whole image would be coloured 
blue?   


Try to provide convincing explanations that your answers are right.   


   


   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







Non-transitive Dice 


Here are three dice that are used to play a game for two players: 


  


The red die has the numbers {1, 1, 6, 6, 8, 8} 


The green die has the numbers {2, 2, 4, 4, 9, 9} 


The blue die has the numbers {3, 3, 5, 5, 7, 7} 


Each player chooses a different die. They roll their dice. The winner is the person whose die shows 
the bigger number. 


Alison and Charlie are playing the game. Charlie wants to go first so Alison lets him. 


Was that such a good idea? 


Can you advise Alison on which die to choose once she knows which die Charlie has selected? 







